ROOFING

Quality Roofing Systems

New Construction

Whether you need a

Are you an architect or contractor interested in a specific roof type?
Cardinal Group roofing experts are available to consult in the development
of a new roofing system for your commercial, industrial, education or
medical facility.

complete roof installation,
repair or simply an annual
inspection to comply with
your warranty, Cardinal
Group’s experienced

Roof Replacement

craftsmen will ensure your

Whether you require a simple roof repair or a complete roof replacement,
Cardinal Group can provide a quality tear-off and put-back of your existing
system. All while confidently maintaining a water-tight site during the process.

with the highest level of

roofing install is completed
expertise and safety. Unlike
other service providers who
utilize a specific system,

Specialty Installations
Don’t trust just any roofing contractor to work on your historical building.
Cardinal Group has a proven no-damage record installing a wide range of
specialty roofing products, from roof pavers to synthetic slate. We also have
experience with specialty roofing systems, such as garden/green roofs and
those that accommodate state-of-the-art solar panels.

Cardinal Group recommends
and installs the right roof
for your unique building,
climate and budget.

Industry Experience
» Commercial Office Buildings

Premiere Roofing Materials
Cardinal Group has established long-term relationships with strategic
suppliers that allow us to negotiate the most competitive roofing material
costs. And, as factory-certified contractors, we’re able to offer coverage
against manufacturing defects on new roofing systems from Firestone,
Carlisle, Versico, GAF, Johns Manville and Soprema.

» Retail Shopping Malls and Plazas
» Manufacturing and Industrial Buildings
» Hospitals / Retirement Facilities
» Hotel / Apartment Buildings
» Churches
» Private Schools and Universities
» High-Rise Buildings

As an Industrial Services
company with specializations
in Environmental, Safety,
Roofing, and Maintenance, the
Cardinal Group will deliver a
comprehensive solution best
suited to your specific challenge!
For more information, visit
cardinal-group.com, call
330-252-0282, or write to us at
info@cardinal-group.com.

